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Happy to become an agricultural machinery supplier of Yours! 

Willingly, efficiency of Laumetris machinery will vastly increase Your overall results. 

Kind regards, 

Laumetris 
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Specifications of the strip till drill / Warranty Certificate

Machine type / commercial name: 

EU implement whole type approval number: 

Production date: 

Type: 

Version: 

Implement identification Number (VIN): 

 

Implement manufacturer: 

 

 

Manufacturer  phone nr., email address: 

 

The Seller: 

Address: 

 

Phone nr., email address: 

 

Delivery address: 

 

Owner or user: 

Name, surname / company name: 

Address: 

Rapeseed strip till drill 

e32*167/2013*00003*__ 
_______________________________ 

RSL 

40 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

„Laumetris“, UAB 

Technikos street 5, Keleriskiai village, 

Kedainiai district, 57342, Lithuania 

Tel.: +37034742390 

info@laumetris.lt 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

 
 

Manufacturer: 
UAB „Laumetris“ 

 
________________ 
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Buyer: 
________________ 

 
________________ 
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WARRANTY 

Standard factory warranty period for Laumetris machinery is 12 months after delivery. Warranty is only 
applicable if the Warranty Certificate document is signed correctly and scanned copy returned to Laumetris 
by post or email address: garantija@laumetris.lt 

Seller may provide different warranty periods, in such cases the seller must be addressed regarding the 
warranty claim. 

Only claims, which had been correctly completed and submitted no later than two weeks after the defect 
occurred, can be processed. Machinery must be emptied and cleaned before providing it to warranty 
repairs. Warranty claim document and procedure steps can be found here: 

https://www.laumetris.lt/downloads 

Laumetris reserves the right to make changes in materials or design of the product at any time without 
notice. The warranty shall not be interpreted to render Laumetris liable for damages of any kind, direct or 
consequential or contingent to property. Furthermore, Laumetris shall not be liable for damages resulting 
from any cause beyond its control. This warranty does not extend to crop loss, losses caused by planting or 
harvest delays or any expense or loss of labor, supplies, rental machinery, or for any other reason. 

Warranty voids: 

• Damage was caused by overloading, over speeding, overheating. 

• Arbitrary modifications of machinery. 

• Misuse of machinery. 

Warranty is not applicable for wearing parts: bearings, cutting discs, tines, wear points, seeding discs, 
rollers, wheels. 
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Declaration of conformity 

 

 
  
 

EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY FOR THE MACHINERY 

According to EU Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

UAB „Laumetris“, Technikos street 5, Keleriskiai village, Kėdainiai district, 57342, LITHUANIA 

hereby declares that the Strip Till drills named below are 

manufactured in compliance with Council Directive 2006/42/EC 

 

 

The above declaration covers the following strip till drills: 
RSL-XX; 

Serial Nr.: RSLXXXXXJXXXXX550 - RSLXXXXXXXXXXX999 (X is a variable symbol) 
 

Keleriškiai 2019 02 13 
 
 
 

 
 

Jonas Putna 
Commercial director 

UAB „Laumetris“ 

Technikos street 5, Keleriskiai village, Kedainiai district, 57342 

The undersigned is also authorised to compile technical documentation for the above machines. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This document (manual) describes the use and servicing of the RSL - rapeseed strip till drills. 
Rapeseed strip till drills: 
RSL-20; RSL-30; RSL-40; RSL-50. 
The user manual contains information on setting the working depth, setting the seeding rate, setting 

mineral and liquid fertilizer rates, exploitation and conservation specifics. For more detailed information as 
well as for warranty repair, address the manufacturer.  

The manufacturer reserves the right to change the design of the products in improving their quality 
without any further notice to the buyer. Also, the manufacturer is not obliged to make such 
changes to already sold products. 
Strip till drills RSL are made for safe use provided that the user manual is followed. Therefore, this 
manual must be read before beginning to use the product. 
Read the manual before using the product. 
The user manual is the main guidance for the product. 
Other important information can be found on the website www.laumetris.lt/downloads 
In case needed information cannot be found on this manual nor Laumetris website, request for it 
directly. UAB "Laumetris" assumes no responsibility for the events that may occur. Only a 
professional may operate the product and the product must be checked before every use to assure 
safety of an operator, environment, surroundings and everybody else. 

1.1 Identification 

When addressing the issues of correspondence, warranty repair, and other issues, please refer to the 
strip till drills identification number.  

 
1.1 fig. Statutory plate is located on the front of the rapeseed strip till drill. 

http://www.laumetris.lt/downloads
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1.2 pav. Strip till drills statutory plate. 

Rapeseed strip till drills identification data is indicated on the manufacturer's statutory plate placed 
on the front of the strip till drills frame. The number is written and embossed on the frame above the 
statutory plate. 

THE USER MANUAL IS THE MAIN GUIDANCE FOR THE SEMI-TRAILER 

1.2 Purpose 

The rapeseed strip till drills are intended to seed winter rapeseed directly into a stubble-field.  
The rapeseed strip till drill may be agregated with with self-propelled tractors fitted with an external 

hydraulic system and a 3 point hitch system for attaching agricultural machinery. 
RSL - 20 is II category hitch; 
RSL -30 -40 is III category hitch; 
RSL - 50 is IV category hitch; 
When using the strip till drill, the conditions for use, servicing, and lay-up provided for by the 

manufacturer shall be followed. 
Work with the drill shall be allowed to persons who have familiarized themselves with the design of 

and servicing manual for the strip till drill, attended a work safety and first medical aid course, and hold a 
tractor driver’s license. 

During work, effective work safety requirements and occupational medicine, safe driving, and road 
traffic rules must be observed. 

The manufacturer plant shall not be liable for the consequences of any unauthorized change of the 
design of the strip till drill. 

1.3 Scope of supply 

Rapeseed strip till drill  RSL 20 and RSL 30 is delivered as a complete assembly. RSL 40 and RSL 50 
have their seeding section disconected which upon delivery is reasembled back together with 6 U type 
bolts. 

The scope of supply shall include: 

• Rapeseed strip till drill 

• APV 5.2 Control module; 

• Original APV rapeseed / oilseed strip till drill seeding shaft; 

• 7 pin speed and drawbar lifting sensor OR radar speed sensor from and drawbar lifting sensor; 

• User manual of the rapeseed strip till drill; 

• User manual for the APV; 

• Calibration bag and scale; 

• Warranty certificate with warranty conditions. 
At the customer's request, the strip till drill can be coupled with mineral or liquid fertilizing systems.  
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1.4 Transportation 

Rapeseed strip till drill is transported fully assembled for models RSL 20 and RSL 30. Models RSL 40 
and RSL 50 have their seeding section detached, which upon delivery is attached back with 6 U type 
bolts. Packaging is necessary only for the drills documentation, addition seeding shafts additional 
fittings. Rapeseed strip till drill is delivered to the client using a trailer or attached to a tractor. 

1.4.1 Rapeseed strip till drill transportation on a trailer 

Loading and unloading of the rapeseed strip till drill from a transportation trailer is done by using a 
loading ramp and using an agriculture purpose tractor for the RSL-20 and RSL-30.  
For RSL-40 and RSL-50 unload the strip till drill using a crane or one big or two smaller one telescopic 
handlers. 
First remove from the trailer the seeding section (1.3 fig.) and if additionally ordered the liquid 
fertilizer tank.  

 
1.3 fig. Removing the seeding section from the semitrailer. 
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1.4 fig. Attaching the lifting belts to the strip till drill. 

 
1.5 fig. Lifting the strip till drill form the transportation trailer. 

Lift the drill from the trailer around 20 cm. Then the trailer will drive foward, once it is clear you will 
need to lower it slowly, while someone will be showing directions of lowering for both telescopic 
handler operators in order to not damage the drill. 
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Once the strip till drill is lowered to the ground detach the lifting belts, then bring in the seeding 
section next to the strip till drill. Then reposition the lifting belts on the seeding section accordingly, 
to help lif the seeding section into position. Once in position attach the U type bolts, then remove the 
lifting belts. Fully screw the bolts and the Rapeseed strip till drill is fully assembled.  

 Attention! When the strip till drill is transported on a platform, it mush be attached in 
accordance to safety requirements and directives.  

The driver of the vehicle must be particularly carefull during transport, as the center of gravity of 
the vehicle has risen after the strip till drill has been loaded. 
Use only certified and technically reliable fasteners. Carefully read user's instructions for proper 
mounting. 

During mounting care must be taken not to damage transportation loops or paint. The weight of the Strip 
till drills is given in tables 3.1. 

Attention! Improper securing of the fasteners can cause an accident. 

1.4.2 Requirements prior to use 

Before using the rapeseed strip till drill, the user must read the operating instructions and follow the 
instructions provided.  
Before starting to use the rapeseed drill, attach it to the tractor, connect hydraulics, before loading 
seed or fertilizer, check all hydraulic pairs, Check if the APV bunker is empty, then turn on the control 
box and turn on the seeding shaft, check if everything is working. Check the mineral fertilizer bunker, 
make sure it is empty, turn on the hydraulic motor, check if everything is working as intended.  
During transportation adjust the driving speed to the road conditions, but do not exceed the 
maximum permitted speed. 
Atention! The user must read the operating instructions before transporting the semi-trailer on his 
own. 

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK SAFETY 

1.1 2.1 Symbols and definitions 

 
ATTENTION! 
IMPORTANT! 
This symbol in the instruction means to pay attention to the safety 
of use, i.e. possible breakdown or danger of injury. 
The warning signs must be well readable. If damaged, they must be 
replaced immediately. Original stickers can be purchased from UAB 
LAUMETRIS. 
Failure to execute this instruction may result in the breakdown of 
the machine or its separate parts. 

'Qualified' - person, is someone who has a good knowledge of work safety requirements 
when working with machinery, is able to identify potential hazards and knows how to avoid them, 
and has knowledge of providing first aid to injured people. 

The term “use” shall cover installation, commissioning (preparation for use), and servicing 
(commissioning, start-up, shut-down, etc.). 

It is important to draw attention to other essential points, such as transportation, 
installation, use, and servicing as well as to technical data (in the user manual, production 
documentation, and directly on the machine) in order to avoid hazards which may cause bodily 
injuries or damage to implements. 

2.2 Obligatory provision of information 

The user manual is the main guidance for the operator of the rapeseed strip till drill. When 
transferring the machine further to other users, the user manual must also be transferred. The 
person who has accepted the rapeseed strip till drill must also familiarise himself with the user 
manual.  
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2.3 General requirements for work safety and use 

When using and servicing the rapeseed strip till drill, the general requirements for work 

safety and use in operating the tractor shall be followed. 
Before starting to operate the strip till drill, it is necessary to familiarise oneself with the 

design of the drill and work safety requirements. 
Make sure that all warning and information signs and notices are present on the machine. 
Check the reliability of the attachment of the strip till drill to the tractor and connection of 

the control systems of its parts to the systems of the tractor. 
It is prohibited to use the strip till drill by children, unauthorised persons, or intoxicated persons. 

2.3.1 General requirements for work safety 

1. Attach the rapeseed strip till drill to the tractor three point hitch.  
2. When attaching or detaching the strip till drill, be attentive because there may be hazard or injury due 

to the lifting or compressing force that has formed at the hitch. If the tractor handbrake is not turned 
on, it is prohibited to stay between the tractor and the strip till drill. 

3. When connecting the hydraulic, pneumatic, and electricity systems of the strip till drill to the 
respective systems of the tractor, the engine must be shut down and the engine ignition key must be 
pulled out.Prijungiant sėjamosios hidraulinę, pneumatinę ir elektros sistemas prie traktoriaus 
atitinkamų sistemų traktoriaus variklis turi būti išjungtas ir išimtas variklio užvedimo raktelis. 

4. Before beginning work, check the following: 
- The reliability of the connection of the strip till drill to the tractor. The hitch pins must be 

secured. 
- The reliability of the connection of the hydraulic system; 
- The sufficiency of visibility and absence of people in the vicinity before driving; 

5. The following shall be PROHIBITED when working with the rapeseed strip till drill: 
- To work without having familiarised oneself with the design of the strip till drill and work 

safety requirements; 
- To start the hydraulic and electric systems of the strip till drill without having checked the 

reliability of the connection of the drill to the tractor; 
- To work with broken down tractor light signalling; 

6. Drive carefully because te vertical load transferred by the semi-trailer to the tractor may affer 
manoeuvrability. 

7. Choose the driving speed according to the enviromental conditions. Avoid sharp turn driving uphill or 
downhill. 

8. Keep a safe distance. 
9. If it is necessary to reverse, make sure that visibility is suffiecient (another person can help). 
10. When standing, the tractor must be with activated hand-brakes. 
11. Fix any problems only after shutting down the tractor engine and pulling out the ignition key. 
12. When exiting the tractor turn of the engine, take out the ignition key, turn on the hand brake. 
13. When loading or unloading the strip till drill, attach the belts only on specially marked positions. 

2.3.3 Hydraulic system 

1. The hydraulic system is under high pressure. In the hydraulic system maximum permissable pressure 
is 15 MPa. 

2. When connecting the hydraulic system, the machines manufacturer's recommendations must be 
observed.  

3. When connecting the hydraulic system to the tractors system, it must be ensured that the couplings 
from the strip till drill  and tractor sides are not under pressure. 

4. Regularly monitor the hydraulic connections and replace any damaged or worn-out parts. The 
replacement of the hoses must comply with the manufacturer's requirements. Replace the hydraulic 
hoses every 5 years even if they were not damaged until that time. 

5. No dripping in the hydraulic system is allowed. When fixing any problems, release pressure and shut 
down the tractor engine. 
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2.3.4 Periodical servicing 

1. When performing any maintenance work at the rapeseed strip till drill, use appripriate tools and 
wear protective clothers. 

2. Performing any cleaning, servicing or repair works only after you have shut down the tractor engine. 
3. Regularly check bolt connections and tighten them if necessary. 
4. Replace any worn-out parts or assemblies with new ones complying with the manufacturer's 

requirements set for them. 
5. Deliver any parts that are not suitable for use to the appropriate points in accordance with 

environmental requirements. 
6. When performing any welding work when the strip till drill is attached to the tractor, disconnect any 

electric connections to the tractor. 
7. The rapeseed strip till drill must be kept under a roof so that not to cause any hazard to humans and 

animals. 

2.3.5 Driving on public roads 

1. Before every drive always check if reflective stickers are visible. 
2. Follow instructions of road traffic regulations. 

2.4 Signs and notices 

The signs and warning notices marking the strip till drill must be highly legible and may not be 
removed. Any damage or removed sign must be restored. Original signs can be purchased from UAB 
„LAUMETRIS“. 

 

ATTENTION! 
Read through the manual and 
follow the work safety 
recommendations during 
operation. 
Place: at the front of the 
body. 

 

Information sign  
Marking of the attachment point 
to lift with flexible slings. 
Place: At beams of the frame. 

 

Information sign 
Before beginning technical 
maintenance or repair, shut 
down the engine and pull out 
the ignition key. 
Place: at the front of the 
body. 

 

Warning sign.  
High pressure oil, risk of 
penetrating skin and entering 
body.  
Place: at front of the body. 

 Information sign  
Keep a safe distance from 
electrical lines. 
Place: at the front of the body  
 

 Warning sign  
Keep a safe distance from the 
vehicle. 
Place: at the front of the body. 

 

Information sign  
Marking of the place of 
securing the loading hook. 
Place: At the side beams of the 
frame. 

 

Information sign  
Greasing points marking  
Place: on the chassis, body, 
mineral fertilizer hydraulic motor 
shaft, hydraulic cylinders .  
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Warning sign  
Wait until all elements of the 
machine will stop before 
touching.  
Place:strip till drill front.  

 Warning sign 
It is forbiden to drive while people 
are on the drill. 
Place: front 

 

Warning sign 
Do not stand on the machine 
rollers or wheels, because they 
may turn even when the 
machine is standing  
Place: on the sides.  

Warning sign 
Danger of crushing leg. 
Place: front  

 

Always pay attention  when 
lowering RSL 50 sides. Never 
walk under lifted sides.  
 

 

It is forbiden to stand inbetween 
the tractor and the implement 
when the implement is being 
attached. 
Place: front 

 

Make sure no one is standing 
on the platform when a loader 
is lifting seeds or fertilizer. 
Place: on the platform 

 

The machines ladders, steps and 
the platform are not meant for 
seeds or fertilizer to be carried in 
small bags by hand. 
Place: near the ladder/steps. 
 

YELLOW 
MINERAL AND LIQUID 

FERTILIZER HYDRO 
MOTORS 

GREEN SEEDING SECTION 

RED SUBSOIL TINES 

BLUE SOIL CUTTING DISC 
 

Information sign 
Information abaut hydraulic pair meaning. Place: on 
the mineral fertilizer tank (front) or on the front of the 
APV tank. 

ATTENTION! 
Rapeseed strip till drill user must take care of the warning signs on the machine and make sure 
they are readable. If they are damaged - replace with new ones.  
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3. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Table  3.1. Technical RSL - 20/30/40/50 specifications. Specification may vary accordingly to different product order variations. 

Model RSL-20 RSL-30 RSL-40 RSL-50 

Type pakabinamas 
Seeding width, m 2,5 3,5 4,5 5,5 
Seeding depth, cm 10 - 20 
Number of subsoiler tines 5 7 9 11 
Row spacing, cm 50 50 50 50 
Mass, kg 2050-2300 3000-3270 3400-3750 4200 
Required min. tractor power, HP 160-180 260-300 350-400 400 
Transportational width, m 2,2 3,2 4,2 4,5 
Mineral fertilizer tank capacity, ltr 1000 1500 1500 1500 

* Mass is given without seed or fertilizer mass. APV seed tank is 300 l capacity, and mineral fertilizer tank 

is 1000-1500 according to model. Pay attention to that when aggregating with tractor. 

4. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Winter Rapeseed strip till drill RSL is a metal construction agricultural implement intented to seed 
winter rapeseed directly into a stubble field. The drills are paired with APV 300 M1 pneumatic seeders, 5.2 
APV control box, also on customers demand additionally the drill can be paired with mineral fertilizer, or a 
liquid fertilizer system. The liquid fertilizer would be on the front of the tractor.  

RSL - winter rapeseed strip till drill is made in accordance to EU no. 167/2013 directive and the the 
requirement of functional safety in the EU 2015/208 requirements. 

4.1 Frame 

The frame consists of a thick-walled rectangular profile metal pipe welded structure, which has 
mounting places for the cutting discs subsoiler tines, rollers, APV pneumatic seeding module, mineral 
fertilizer tank, seeding section and other necessary assemblies. 

4.2 Subsoiler tines 

   
4.1 fig. Subsoiler tines: 1 -wing; 2 - tine holders; 3 -mineral fertilizer hose bracket; 4 -subsoiler leg; 5 -subsoiler point; 6 - subsoiler 
cover; 7 - subsoiler pin; 8 - nut M24; 9 - bolt M24x90x54; 10 -bolt M16x40; 11 -nut M16; 12 -washer. 
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4.3 Cutting discs 

 
4.2 fig. U form roller unit: 1 -left roller; 2 -right roller; 3 -washer; 4 - nut M24; 5 -bolt M6x20. 

 
4.3 fig. Cutting disc unit: 1 -square pipe; 2 -plokštė; 3 -bushing; 4 -rubber; 5 -holder - 1; 6 - holder - 2; 7 - kepurė; 8 - cutting 

disc; 9 -  plug 70x70; 10 - bolt M12x40; 11 - bolt M20x140x52; 12 -fixing screw M12x20; 13 - nut M20; 14 - nut M 12; 15 -washer; 16 
- washer. 

Regularly check cutting disc bearings from loosening. If the it is too lose, tighten the bearing, if that 
doesn't help the bearing must be changed. 
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4.4 Sowing unit 

 

 
4.4 pav. sowing unit: 1 - rubber; 2 -pin - 1 ; 3 - pin- 2; 4 clamp; 5 - clamp; 6 -pipe; 7 - arm; 8 - cap; 9 -sowing wheel; 10 - 

height adjustment column; 11 -hydraulic cylinder 60/50x40-200-435; 12 -bolt M12x40; 13 - bolt M12x40; 14 - nut M8; 15 -nut M12; 
16 -nut  M16; 17 - nut M20; 18 - washer; 19 -washer; . 20 -washer. 

When sowing discs will wear out, untill there is a 5 mm gap between the discs, then if you 
unbolt the discs you can remove the metal washer and once you reassemble the disc the gap is 
reduced and you can continue using the discs for a long time.  

pressuring wheel cleaner plate height is adjustable. You should maintain a 5 mm. gap. If the 
cleaning plate is worn off, you can turn it around and use once more. 
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4.5 Mineral fertilizer unit 

 

. 
4.5 fig. Mineral fertilizer unit.: 1 -window; 2 - plate; 3 -guide; 4 -guard; 5 - frame; 6 -guard; 7 - calibration tray; 8 - fertilizer 

tank; 9 - motor unit; 10 - tent; 11 -bolt M10x80; 12 -bolt M5x10; 13 - bolt M6x16; 14 -bolt  M10x25; 15 -bolt M12x30; 16 - nut M12; 
17 - nut M10; 18 - nut M6; 19 - washer.  
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4.6 liquid fertilizer unit 

 
4.6 fig. liquid fertilizer tank unit: 1 - pin-1; 2 -pin-2; 3 -pin; 4 - frame; 5 -filter; 6 -crane; 7 - pump; 8 - control module; 9 - hitch 

according to tractor; 10 - tank ATENA-1500; 11 -flow regulator unit; 12 -bend for hose D26-D29 90°; 13 -nut M20; 14 - nut M8; 15 -
nut M12; 16 - washer 20; 17 - washer 8; 18 -washer 12; 19 - bolt M20x120x46; 20 -bolt M8x25; 21 -bolt M8x20; 22 - bolt M12x50. 

4.7 Hydraulic schematic  

Cutting disc and sowing section hydraulic schematic: 

 
4.7 fig. Cutting disc and sowing section hydraulic schematic: 1. sowing section hydraulic cylinder 60/50x25-160-395; 2. 

Hydraulic accumulator H1500R; 3.  Valve; 4. Manometer; 5. Connector.  
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Subsoiler unit hydraulic schematic: 

 
4.8 fig. Subsoiler unit hydraulic schematic: 1. Hydraulic cylinder 60/50x40-191-396; 2. Hydraulic accumulator H1500R; 3. 

Valve; 4. Manometer; 5. Connector. 

ATTENTION!  
Subsouler unit hydraulic cylinders come from laumetris at 90 MPa pressure, to not break the the 

tines and to work properly, at harder soils you can increase the pressure up to 120 MPa, but the tines 
must bend backwards when they are in contact with a rock, it cannon be tightly pressured. 

Mineral fertilizer hydraulic schematic: 

 
4.9 fig. Mineral fertilizer hydraulic schematic: 1. Hydraulic motor MR50CD1RS; 2. Pump HYPRO 7560N; 3.Reducted valve VFD 

120; 4. Connector. 

5. SETTING RATES 

5.1 Setting APV seeding rate 

Calibration test (general) 
NOTE: In addition to execution of a calibration test (setting the speed of the sowing 
shaft) this menu item is also used for setting the working width and the driving speed. 
The entered values are also used for the surface calculation (seeded area).  
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Go to the calibration test menu item and press the button. 
 
 
The following parameters may be set via this menu item: 
 
 
 

Here you can select whether to calibrate according to kg/ha 

or seeds/m² (with thousand grain weight and germination 
capacity). 
 
 

You can change the settings with the  buttons. 

By pressing the  button or the  button, the view jumps to the next menu point. 
 
Calibrating according to kg/ha 
If you have selected “Calibrating by kg/ha” in the settings menu, the following points will 
appear in the calibration menu: 
 

The working width must be input here. 
(Note overlapping!) 

 
 
 
 
 

Input the driving speed here. 
 
 
 
 

Input the desired output volume here. 
(e.g. 103.5 kg/ha) 

 
 
 

Set the duration for the seed rate calibration test here. 
If a calibration button is installed and "Calibration button 
present?" has been set to YES in the programming menu, this 
item will not appear. 

TIP: 
 For smaller seeds, such as rape, phacelia, poppy, etc., it is best to calibrate 

for 2 minutes. 
 The standard calibrating time is 1 minute 

 For larger seeds, such as wheat, barley, peas, etc., it is best to calibrate for 
0.5 minutes. 

NOTE: Before starting the test, make sure that you have also removed the calibration 

cover and determine whether you will use this or the calibration slide. Ensure that you 

have installed the calibration sack or a collection container so that they are precisely 

positioned! The seed rate calibration test can be cancelled at any time by pressing 

the or the button on the control module. 
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If all values are correctly set, commence the test . 
 
 
 
Seed rate calibration test runs: 
After starting, the sowing wheel starts to turn automatically without fan 
motor. The sowing shaft stops automatically once the set time has elapsed. 
If a calibration switch is present, the system waits until it isactivated (see 
3.1.3). 

 
Now weigh the calibrated seed quantity and enter the weight, 

confirm with . 
 
 

NOTE: the weight of the collection bucket or calibration sack must be deducted. To really spread the 
desired spread rate, we recommend repeating the calibration test until the message "Test not precise! 

Repeat?“ no longer appears. If "Seeding shaft speed too high" appears on the display, the seeding shaft is 
not able to rotate fast enough. If "Seeding shaft speed too low" appears, the seeding shaft is not able to 

rotate slowly enough (see 5.1). With the button, you can return to the previously displayed value. 
Only when the automatic readjustment of the seeding shaft is under 3 % (difference), the "checkmark 
symbol" and the spread quantity in kg/ha will appear on the main screen 

 
The sowing shaft speed now automatically calculates 
correctly. The display then returns to the main menu. 
 
 
 

 
PS, MDP, MDG:  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
TIP: The test will continue if your PS is equipped with a level sensor and if the "Container almost 
empty" message appears on the display. However, insufficient seed in the container can distort the 
precision of the seed rate calibration test. 
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5.2 Setting mineral fertilizer rate 

To set the appropriate rate of mineral fertilizer you will need a scale, a bag (both are included in the 
APV box) and a plate to cover other fertilizer wheels. First choose your desired fertilizer rate [Kg/Ha], then 
set the ferilizer wheel (position 5.1 fig.) fully inserted - 4 cm. or 3 cm. Then according to table 5.1 and 
graphic 5.1 set the hydraulic flow regulator position. Now cover the other fertilizers wheels with a plate. 
Now on the open plate pour some fertilizer - (5-10 kg.) . 

 
5.1 Fig. Fully inserted fertilizer wheel (4 cm.). 

Then, once you have set the flow regulator position according to desired fertilizer rate and driving 
speed V[km/h], you can begin the calibration. 

 
5.2 Fig. All but 1 fertilizer wheels are covered. 

Weigh the bag with the scale. Tie the bag onto the tine, on which you poured the fertilizer, Then 
using a stopwatch turn on the hydro motor for exactly 60 s. After that weigh the bag with fertilizer and 
substract the weigh of the  bag. Now you have your value N [kg]. 

The amount all tines will fertilize in 1 Hectare is N: 

𝑁 =
1200𝑀

𝑉
 [𝑘𝑔/ℎ𝑎]; 

*The formula is given for 50 cm. rows. 
Once you have your N, accordingly decrease or increase the fertilizer shaft motors RPM, by adjusting 

the flow regulators position.  
Empty out the bag into the the fertilizer bunker and repeat the calibration. 
Once the mineral fertilizer rate is set, remove the the covering plate. 
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5.1 Table. Fertilizer rate according to fertilizer wheel position, driving speed, and flow regulator position.. 

  Fertilizer rate Kg/ha 

Working speed, Km/h 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 

Fertilizer wheel position, cm 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 

Fl
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2-70 167 332 148 295 133 265 121 241 

3-115 300 495 267 440 240 396 218 360 

4-170 390 750 347 667 312 600 284 545 

5-242 525  467  420  382  

 
5.2 Fig. Mineral feritlizer rate depenging on fertilizer wheel position, working speed and flow regulator position. 

5.3 Setting liquid fertilizer rate 

Originally liquid fertilizer dispenser is 1,8/72, according to your desired driving speed, choose the 
fertilizer rate m1 and then accordingly we increase or decrease pressure in the system. If you wish for 
a lower dosage dispenser contact Laumetris. 
Once you have set the pressure p1 [bar], then for 60s, fill calibration container and you get m2 [l]. 
Then, to get your desired rate m1, we must change the pressure to p2 [bar]: 

𝑝2 = 𝑝1 ∙
𝑚2

𝑚1
 [𝑏𝑎𝑟]; 

Once you have calculated p2, accordingly change the pressure. For better accuracy repeat the 
calibration. 
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5.2 Table. Liquid fertilizer rate acording to driving speed and pressure in the system. 

 

Nozzle code 050.030.1c.04.00 - gray five-hole 1.8 / 72. 

6. HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT 

Match the drawbar height to the tractor hitch height of the tractor. 

 
6.1 fig. Horizontal alignment 

Align the rapeseed strip till drill as shown in the image. while the drill is adjusted it must remain attached to 

the tractor and the whole machine must stay on a flat and hard surface. Correctly adjusted, the machine frame 

should be completely horizontal to the ground. 
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7. SETTING WORKING DEPTH 

 
7.1 fig. Subsoiler tine depth adjustment. 

To change subsoiler working depth, you need to change the pin position shown in fig. 7.1. To do so, 
draw up the subsoiler hydraulic cylinders, and push the hitch downwards untill the beam will not be 
under pressure. 
We recommend Subsoiler working depth to be 220-270 mm. 

 
7.2 fig. seeding unit height and horizontality  is adjusted using the columns. 

Adjust seeding unit horizontality, if you want to raise or lover the unit, turn the leaver the same 
amount of rotations. 
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7.3fig. Cutting disc unit horizontality and depth is adjusted by adjustable rod. 

Recommended cutting disc working depth is 80-120 mm. 

 
7.4 pav. Seeding unit raising / lowering hydraulic cylinders.  

Recommended rapeseed seeding depth is  5-15 mm. 
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7.5 fig. Seed sowing depth can be individually adjusted by pressuring wheel pins.  

 
7.6 fig. roller scraper plates.  

When it is needed, the scraper plates distance to the roller can be adjusted. Kai reikia, tankinimo volo 
grandikliai gali būti sureguliuoti. The scraper plate can be moved along the elongated holes. 

The distance from the scraper to the roller should be about 5 mm. 
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8. SOWING 

Rapeseed strip till drill's purpose is to sow directly into a stubble field. Shallow seeding needs very 
good growing conditions, humidity and good soil preparation. When sowing to deep the plants grow weak. 

When sowing it is very important to maintain steady sowing depth, that is why it is very important to 
pay attention to sowing depth when changing from a soft soil field to a hard soil field, and adjust the 
machine accordingly, also depending if the mineral fertilizer tank is full or empty may have an influence on 
the sowing depth. The sowing depth must be adjusted throughout the field, so it would stay appropriate. 

Sowing depth changes from mineral fertilizer or APV tank weights or from soil hardness can be easily 
changed by using control hydraulic cylinder [marked as green pair]. 

Sowing depth should be regularly checked throughout the working day (every 5 Ha or every hour). 
Sowing depth must be adjusted, so the seeds would be at 5-15 mm depth. 
We recommend winter rapeseed rate to Ha 1-1,5 Kg/Ha . 

9. CLEANING 

After a long period without use, first check if the bunker is empty and clean. Turn on the apv seeding 
shaft or the fertilizer hydro motor, and let it turn for a bit, check for any problems. 

After use empty the tanks, with a high pressure water pystol clean the tanks, clean out all residue 
fertilizer or seeds. 

Sprouting seeds can clog pneumatic hoses and seedpipes. 
Regularly check and at the end of the season: 
•Check if the bunker, sowing shaft, fertilizer dispenders or hoses do not have residue seeds or 

fertilizer. 
• Check if output pipes, hoses and splitters are clean. 
• Check if there are no packaging trash stuck in the seeding shaft, or fertilizer dispensers. 
Clean the APV seeder, mineral fertilizer tank, dispenser wheels, dispenser body, hose splitters. 
Check if the APV sweepers need changing. 

10. CONSERVATION 

Winter rapeseed strip till drill must be protected from direct sunlight and rain. When preparing for 
conservation, you need: 

• wash the machine; 

• Change or repair worn out parts or units; 

• change old hydraulic system hoses with new ones. Do this every 5 years; 

• Clean and paint scratched and rusted parts; 

• Grease all grease poins, grease hydraulic cilinder protruded rod; 

11. INFORMATION FOR USER 

11.1 Winter rapeseed strip till drill preperation for work 

Attention! Use only a well working tractor! 
When connecting the winter rapeseed strip till dril to the tractor your must first: 

• Familiarize with the rapeseed strip till drill element names and placement; 

• Remove unnecesary items from the seed tank and the mineral fertilizer tanks; 

• Check all bolt connections and pins; 
Connect rapeseed strip till drill to the tractor accordingly: 

• Lower the tractor hitch to the machines mounting loops, engage the coupling, attach the 
center drawbar and engage it; 

• Turn on tractor hand break; 

• Connect the drills hydraulic system with the tractors hydraulic system; 

• Connect the seeders electryc system with the APV 5.2 control box; 

• Check the drills hydraulic cylinder working and if the system is hermetic; 

• Every time when attaching the drill repeat these steps. 

• Before filling mineral fertilizer tank, check the hydraulic motor rotation direction. 
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Attention! When connecting the drill it is forbidden for people to stand inbetween the tractor and 
the drill untill it is connected! 

11.2 Loading of seed and fertilizer 

Load the rapeseed only when the machine is attached to the tractor and is standing on a horizontal 
surface. 

When filling in the seed or fertilizer tanks, make sure they are empty, no foreign objects or left over 
hardened wet fertilizer pieces. 

Do not overload, so the fertilizer or seeds do not spill out. 

11.3 Drills detaching from tractor 

Detach the machine from tractor in the following order: 
• Place the drill in a horizontal place; 
• lower the support legs and place the drill on them; 
• Remove the hitching pins and detach the drawbar; 
• detach the hydraulic connections; 
• detach the electryc connections; 
• on electryc connection, where possible put on covers; 
• When the drill is detach and left standing clean the fertilizer and seed tanks with a high pressure 
water gun; 
• When cleaning the seed tank lift the seed pressing broom. 

12. ACTIONS DURING SERVICE 

ATTENTION! During rapeseed strip till drills maintenance and repair always turn of the tractor and 
pull out the ignition key. The drill must be lowered to the ground and standing on a horizontal 
surface. 
Attention! During repair and maintanance work under the machine only when it is placed on 
supports, and the lifting cylinder is blocked. Before mounting the lock, the machine must be at the 
highest position. 

12.1 Hydraulic system 

ATTENTION! Before doing any hydraulic system maintenance or repair work, lower the machine to 
the ground! 
It is important to guarantee that the oil in tractor hydraulic system, the drill, mineral fetilizer and 

liquid fertilizer is of the same brand. Using different brand oils is forbiden. 
The rapeseed strip till drill hydraulic system must be hermetic. 
Check the hydro motor rotation, raise the subsoiling tines, seeding unit. If oil leakage is spotted - 

tighten the connections. If that doesnt help - change the hoses or connection with new ones. If a unit is 
mechanically damaged changed it with a new one. Tractor and drill connecting elements must be clean. 

13. TROUBLESHOOTING 

13.1 Table. Possible problems and ways of elimination   . 

Nr. Problem Cause Solution 

1. Oil on hydraulic system 
hoses or connections 

Untightened connections or damaged 
hoses. 

To tighted or to change parts. 

2. Oil on hydraulic cylinder Damaged hydraulic cylinder spacers or 
bent cylinder 

Replace the spacers or replace the hydraulic cylinder 

14. PERIODICAL SERVICING 
14.1 Lubrication 

Lubrication is one of the most important factors determining the durability of separate assemblies and 
mechanisms. Timely lubrication and application of appropriate lubricants considerably decreases the early 
wear and possibility of the occurrence of failures. Lubricate the machine in compliance with the following 
principles:  
• before applying lubricant to a lubrication point, clean it;  
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• squeeze lubricant into the lubrication point until used old lubricant appears;  

• after lubrication, leave a small amount of lubricant on the head of the lubrication point.  
Apply lubricant in accordance with the presented diagram (Figure 14.1 and Table 14.1).  
14.1 Lentelė. Sutepimo lentelė.  

Lubrication 
point No. 

Lubrication point location Lubricant Lubricant base Lubrication 
frequency 

1 Subsoiler tine hydraulic cylinder pins Litol 24 Li Once a year 
2 Cutting disc bearing Litol-24 Li Once a year 
3 Seeding section height adjustment  Litol-24 Li Once a year 
4 Mineral fertilizer hydro motor shaft Litol-24 Li Once a year 
5 Roller bearings Litol-24 Li Once a year 
6 Seeding unit hydraulic cylinder pins Litol-24 Li Once a year 

 
14.1 Fig. Lubrication points.  
ATTENTION! Use only high quality lubricant.  

14.2 Technical maintenance 

Strip till drills longevity depends on conditions of use, working intensivity, timely maintenance and 
service. Any carelessness can have a negative impact. Timely done repairs and maintenance will require 
minimal costs and will give the best results. 

Strip till drills faults can be spotted and quickly taken care of with regular washing of the machine 
and paying attention to its technical condition. 

You need to pay attention to unit greasing. 
It is best to keep the drill under a roof, also avoiding atmosphere impact. 
Daily maintenance:  

• bolt connection regular check ups and protection from loosening; 

• checking the hydraulic system for leaks and removing damage; 

• checking the operation of mechanisms; 

• greasing according to instructions; 

14.3 Repairs instruction 

When carrying out minor repairs, pay attention to cleanliness of the work, correct installation and 
adjustment of parts. Dissadembled parts are stored and protected from contamination. Pay attention to 
bearing storage.  

Keep clean when repairing outdoors.Thoroughly clean parts that have fallen to the ground. 
During routine and major repairs, it is necessary to follow the rules of installation of techincal parts 

and assemblies  
After every repair check if the machine is working properly. 
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15. STRIP TILL DRILL LIQUIDATION 

When liquidizing the strip till drill (and after repairs left out parts) it must be delivered to  a scrap 
yard. Other unnecessary parts are presented to secondary raw material store / recycling plants. 

16. SERVICE HISTORY / NOTES 
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